BITTREX

DEAR USER,
As we look at the events taking place all around the world
right now, it is safe to say that the world is changing. In
countries across the globe, central banks are now
scrambling to manage the massive inﬂation that has
resulted from years and years of misguided ﬁnancial
practices and the constant devaluation of FIAT currency.
The fact is, each day FIAT currency continues to lose value,
while its circulation is likely to be restricted more and more.
Eventually, the use of physical money will disappear,
completely.
Many people think that digital currency is slowly but surely
replacing physical money as online shopping becomes the
preferred method of shopping.

We believe that in 2021, stores will start to refuse
payment in physical currency. Leaving those without
access to an alternate currency, out of options to
purchase goods and services to support their families.
Most of the world has ﬁnally started to wake up to the
realisation that our earnings are no longer safe. The idea
that tomorrow we could wake up to ﬁnd our bank
account blocked for erroneous reasons, or ﬁnd that the
value of our carefully curated savings have dropped
signiﬁcantly, is quite sobering to say the least.
For now, though, with all things remaining as they are,
we realise that it is not possible to completely stop using
physical currency, as some version of FIAT currency is still
required to pay certain bills.

SO WHAT IS
THE SOLUTION?
For many people, the answer is both simple and revolutionary:
CONVERT either a part or all of YOUR ASSETS TO CRYPTO!
Then, when you need it, you can just convert the amount you need, to
whatever currency you need, without hassle!
Of course, to some, this idea might seem far fetched, or even crazy,
But please remember that Bitcoin (BTC), for example, was valued
between 7k and 8k euros per coin in January/February of 2020 and
NOW it is valued at over 30k euros per coin and rising! This means that
if you had converted your euro or FIAT into BTC at the beginning of the
year 2020 you would have seen your capital increase by at lease 500%!
And that's not to mention Ethereum (ETH) which has also seen a
massive uptick in value and usage over the past 12 months.

But Each day, more and more businesses around the world are adapting
to the new ﬁnancial landscape.
It is no longer a secret, but virtually a necessity to store assets in crypto.
As consumer conﬁdence in blockchain and cryptocurrencies continues
to rise, more and more employees, entrepreneurs, consultants, lawyers,
doctors, shops online and ofﬂine and suppliers may require payment in
crypto currency, as they have already experienced the shift towards
crypto.
Ultimately, the decision whether or not to convert your hard earned
money to cryptocurrency is completely up to you.
However, we strongly believe that this is currently the best way to ensure
that you not only keep track of your assets but also that your assets retain
and continue to gain value.
Initially, you may want to start with only a portion of your assets, but if
you do decide to go all in, rest assured that anytime you do need to use
FIAT currency, for whatever reason, you can simply convert the amount
you need of crypto into euros, and withdraw it using our easy-to-follow,
step by step guide.

FOR EXAMPLE,
lets say you earn

BITCOIN
(BTC)

2000 euros per month in salary

and you converted all of it to either

OR

ETHEREUM
(ETH)

starting in January of 2020.

If you were able to maintain your salary in crypto while only converting to euros when necessary, you
would have noticed, that every month, (every day even) that your salary balance may has grown. And
that’s without you having to buy or trade a single coin!

As more and more people start to wake up to the security and ﬂexibility of
cryptocurrency, its value continues to grow!
And crypto is no longer viewed as the speculative forbidden fruit it once was.
Numerous large public corporations have already converted massive
amounts of their assets into crypto for not only insurance but to enhance
earning potential.

FOR EXAMPLE,
Fidelity Insurance Corp and Grayscale investments
lead a list of ten public companies that have converted
and/or advised their shareholders to convert a percentage
of their assets to crypto to the tune of
$6 billion, just in 2020 alone.

Fidelity Corp alone has an asset portfolio worth
$3.3 trillion, which means if as little as 5% of their
investors converted to BTC, it would result in a

$165 BILLION
boost in capital to bitcoin.

Today, converting to crypto is much less of a risk and more of
an obligation for the sound businessman or woman.
Especially, if we take into account how the reckless printing of
dollars and other ﬁat currencies have continued to ravage
money markets across the globe.
It is time to smarten up, and inform ourselves
of the beneﬁts of cryptocurrencies
moving forward.
Every moment you resist converting at least
some of your assets to crypto, you miss an
opportunity to gain more ﬁnancial security.

DON’T WASTE
ANY MORE TIME!

For those looking to dive even further into the
crypto world, it would be wise to check out
Trastra, or crypto.com, who offer additional
options in opening crypto debit accounts,
which can make your transition even easier.
It is now our responsibility to take control of
our ﬁnances moving forward.
We must protect our assets and our livelihoods,
ourselves, if we are to continue to survive.
And we believe that, even if there is a risk
as in any investment, investing in crypto
currency provides the best opportunity
to increase your capital, manage your
own assets, while also ensuring a
steady stream of revenue to
support you and your family
in 2021 and beyond.

The following step-by-step guide has been provided as an aid to simplify the process of registering
and navigating the crypto-currency ﬁelds, within the three (3) major leading exchangers. We strongly
suggest signing up to at least one (1) as an alternative method of managing of your assets.
As you become more familiar and comfortable using virtual currency, please remember these few,
basic tips as you attempt to navigate any virtual currency exchange.
Every exchange functions using the following protocol:

SIGN UP - KYC - 2FA AUTHENTICATOR - DEPOSIT - TRADING - WITHDRAWAL
1
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SIGN UP

Always register with your name as indicated on your ID (passport or ID card)

KYC

Always put the address for which you are able to provide the proof of address!
Indicate the address exactly as it’s written on your proof of address
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2FA

Always keep your Back up code in the safe place, together with passwords Make sure that you never, EVER lose your back up code! EVER! Protect your crypto
account as much as possible by ﬁling 2FA for deposits as well as withdrawals. If you
lose your telephone, contact the customer service of the platform ASAP.

DEPOSIT

Use an account you have opened in a crypto friendly bank. Be sure that your bank
will allow transfers to the crypto platform. Your bank account holder’s name must
match with your name as registered on the platform.

TRADING

You can always cancel your order if you wish. As long as your order has not been
fulﬁlled, you reserve the right to cancel your order and have your currency
returned to you.
For FIAT: be sure that your bank will not reject your incoming transfer from the
crypto platform.

WITHDRAWAL

For CRYPTO: always verify the recipient address before clicking “CONFIRM” on
THE TRANSACTION. You, alone will be fully responsible for correctly inputing the
address.

In case you have any doubts, please visit the FAQ section of the exchanger to get
more details about your transaction.
Happy Navigating! Thank you.

BITTREX
GLOBAL

SIGN UP
01

Go to https://global.bittrex.com
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Click on SIGN UP on the top right corner, put
your email and choose your strong password
(at least 12 characters long)
- If you are an individual, choose PERSONAL
- If you are a company, choose CORPORATE
(the process will take longer)
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Check your mailbox (main box and
spam box) and click on VERIFY EMAIL to
conﬁrm your email address).

You will be directed to a KYC page:
For your address, please only provide
an address for which you are able to
provide a PROOF OF ADDRESS (!!)

KYC
05

If you want to make your KYC later,
at the best time just go to
https://global.bittrex.com
and click on LOG IN on the top right
corner to start to use your account: once
inside, click on ACCOUNT - IDENTITY
VERIFICATION

06

After clicking "Start Veriﬁcation" you
will see the following page.
This process requires you to take
photos of your ofﬁcial government
identiﬁcation and a selﬁe (face photo)
to verify your identity.
NOTE: It is strongly recommended to
use a Passport for the ID. Images may
be captured by the camera on your
device or uploaded from a ﬁle.

If you are on a computer without a camera, please select 'Switch to mobile?' to continue on your
mobile device. Choose the option that works best for you (email, QR code, copy link) to continue
your identity veriﬁcation on your mobile device.
Please make sure to keep your web page open while using your mobile device to complete this
process.
Follow the same process to upload a selﬁe (face photo). Create a new photo, do not use the same
photo from your ID or use a professional photo.
Once submitted it will take a few minutes for the system to process your information, ID, and photo.
If your veriﬁcation is approved, you will be directed back to your Identity Veriﬁcation screen.

VERIFICATION
TIPS
Selﬁe issues: Users must take a new “selﬁe” to complete veriﬁcation. If you do not
have a camera on your computer, please select the Issuing Country/Region and ID
Type. The next page will prompt you to submit your ID, to which you can select
'Switch to mobile?' and choose the option that works best for you (email, QR code,
copy link) to continue on your mobile device. By submitting a selﬁe, users may
avoid the primary reason people encounter identity veriﬁcation delays.
Please make sure to keep your web page open while using your mobile device.
Note: Chrome is our most supported browser.
Proper document type/photo: Users should make sure the proper document
type/photo is selected and follow the instructions on when and how to upload the
document. For example, if a user is uploading a passport, the system may reject the
document if the picture does not capture the entire passport. Users are instructed
to take a picture of the front and back of the proper ID.
Unreadable IDs: If an ID is not readable or otherwise unable to be veriﬁed as a
legally issued government ID, users will fail veriﬁcation and will not have access to
the Bittrex Global trading platform.

Non-Latin characters on the Government IDs: Government IDs issued by certain
countries contain Latin character sets that are not readable. For these IDs, Bittrex
Global performs additional steps to verify ID information, often through manual
intervention. To ensure a timely review, please use international passports as these
documents support Latin characters.
Do not open multiple support tickets for ID veriﬁcation: Users may experience
process delays if multiple issues are opened for the same ID veriﬁcation issue.
Once your identity is veriﬁed, you can increase your withdrawal limit by securing
your account with two-factor authentication.
- ID Veriﬁed Accounts (without 2FA): Veriﬁed accounts can currently withdraw 1
(or equivalent) BTC per day.
- ID Veriﬁed Accounts (with 2FA enabled): ID veriﬁed accounts can withdraw 100
(or equivalent) BTC per day with 2FA enabled. Once you have been veriﬁed please make
sure to enable 2FA from your settings to increase your limits to the 100 BTC max.
- Accounts that are not Veriﬁed cannot withdraw funds.

2FA
Step by step instructions to enable
2FA on your Bittrex Global Account:

Back up your Security Key
It is extremely important to save your Security Key in a safe place. Resetting your
2FA requires opening a support ticket and may take up to 7 days to address.

Disable 2FA on your Bittrex Global
Account using these step by step instructions:
You may need to remove 2FA from your account for several reasons. For example,
your phone may have been lost, require a factory reset, or you may be upgrading
your device. As this code can only be accessed on devices you trust, you will want
to remove the 2FA from your account prior to device changes if possible.
Click the Disable 2FA Button. Enter your authentication code and select Disable
2FA. Instructions on how to enable your 2FA on the account will now appear.

TRADING:

01

Now, once you are successfully
veriﬁed and protected you can
start trading.

01

Connect on your account and click on
HOLDINGS or INSTANT BUY AND SELL

02

You can buy with your own credit card:

03

02

(only cards supporting 3D secure are accepted)

Or you will need ﬁrst to deposit funds to
your account: if you intend to deposit STONS,
or other crypto currency, choose
the currency, click on deposit and
copy the address of the wallet.
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If you intend to deposit EUR or USD, or other
FIAT, choose the currency symbol and click
to deposit. For example, for EUR:
For SEPA transfers: please pay attention, as
the unique REFERENCE will be generated
for you only. THIS REFERENCE MUST BE
INDICATED ON “REASON/MOTIF” on the
outgoing transfer from your Bank. If you
indicate other reference (your email, your
name etc) the transfer will not be considered
as fast as it should. Do not make a mistake!

For SWIFT transfers outside of EUROPEAN
UNION BANKS SUPPORTING SEPA:
Click on GET STARTED

In the menu, choose the last option:
EUR DEPOSIT and WITHDRAWAL BANK
ACCOUNT:
To enable Euro deposits and withdrawals,
Bittrex Global ﬁrst needs to approve your
bank account. To do this ﬁll out the Euro
Deposit and Withdrawal form:

https://bittrexglobal.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/requests/new?ticket_form_id=360000640760
It may be possible to avoid this step if your
bank account has previously been approved
for USD deposits and withdrawals (see below).
No initial deposit is required, but you must
prove you control your bank account.

Attachment requirement:bank-issued letter or account statement showing:
Your name on your bank account
Your bank IBAN or account number
Your bank SWIFT/BIC code
Your bank name
You will be able to deposit Euros from and withdraw Euros to your approved bank account
You can have multiple bank accounts approved
You will need to enter all banking details in the form (IBAN, Account, SWIFT/BIC etc.)
Send the request to the Customer service. Once your bank account is added you will be able to
deposit and withdraw funds without any limits! Once you have deposited Euros via SEPA and we
have credited your account, you will be able to withdraw Euros via SEPA to the same bank account.

USEFUL TIPS:
Minimum Deposit: 20 Euros
Minimum Withdrawal: 10 Euros
No maximum deposit or withdrawal for wire and SEPA transfers.
Please make sure to follow the exact instructions for depositing via SEPA located in your EUR wallet,
such as including your complete EUR deposit code without additional words or characters. If you do not
deposit via SEPA following the exact instructions provided in your EUR wallet you may face delays.
If you had a whitelisted bank account for USD wire transfers and it did not require intermediary banks or
special instructions, that account has been whitelisted for EUR deposits and withdrawals as well.

ISSUES:
If you have not received your EUR deposit in the expected
time-frame, please be aware that there are several factors that
may inﬂuence the crediting of your deposit such as:
Contradictory information between Bittrex Global account and
deposit transfer details
Incorrect Deposit code or Deposit code not included with transfer
(This can be located in your EUR wallet) *If your deposit falls into
this category, you will have 14 days to claim the deposit from the
time we receive the deposit. If not claimed, your deposit will be
returned to the sending/originating bank by our ﬁnance
department.
Bank closures such as non-business hours (i.e., weekends)
Bank observed Holidays

WITHDRAWALS:
Withdrawals are available both in SEPA and/or SWIFT

TRADING:
To start to trade, click on MARKETS on the top menu and choose your pair:

Deposits fees
Bittrex Global does NOT charge fees for
deposits. Please be aware that some
tokens or coins require us to move your
funds to another address before being
credited. This means the coin or token’s
network will charge you the normal
transaction fee for the fund transfer,
which Bittrex Global cannot avoid.

Withdraws fees
Bittrex Global charges a small fee on
withdrawals for a token or coin with a built-in
network transfer fee. The network fee is
view-able by clicking the withdraw button on
the withdraw window for each token or coin.

Bittrex Global offers its customers some of
the lowest trading fees in the industry.
The trading fee schedule below provides
the applicable rates based on the
customers account total 30-day volume.

Customer service:

Please note that for security reasons,
MAINSTON customer service can not handle
requests related to the Bittrex users accounts.
Each request should be submitted individually
to the Bittrex Global customer service.
For all customer support issues, login to
your account on the Bittrex Global website
and ﬁle a support ticket here:
https://bittrexglobal.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/requests/new .
Customers can also contact Bittrex via the
ofﬁcial "Bittrex Global" Telegram Channel:
https://t.me/s/bittrexglobal
Some users might need a step-by -step guide for
Trading (Buying and Selling, market orders or limit orders,
order book, liquidity, volume, etc). For this, you can feel free
contact Bittrex customer support, and read the FAQ section
thoroughly. It is advised to ﬁrst experiment with a tiny sum
as you become more familiar with the process.
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